Travel Grant Scheme

*Rabindranath Tagore Centre for Human Development Studies* (RTCHDS) has introduced travel grant scheme for the faculty members of the University of Calcutta as well as the faculty members of the IDSK. Travel grants are to be disbursed subject to the recommendation of the Academic Committee of the RTCHDS and the scheme should relate to the human development issues. Applications for travel grants are to be made to Professor Achin Chakraborty, Coordinator, RTCHDS at the Institute of Development Studies Kolkata, DD 27/D, Sector I, Salt Lake, Kolkata 700 064, through proper channel at least sixty days before the date of the programme, UGC pattern of assistance will more or less be followed for sanction of the travel grant.

Research Grant Scheme

*Rabindranath Tagore Centre for Human Development Studies* (RTCHDS) has initiated research grant scheme to support fieldwork and research assistance for the faculty members of the University of Calcutta as well as the faculty members of the IDSK. Research proposal along with an estimated budget should be sent to Professor Achin Chakraborty, Coordinator, RTCHDS at the Institute of Development Studies Kolkata, DD 27/D, Sector I, Salt Lake, Kolkata 700 064.

Financial Grant for Organizing Conferences/ Seminars

*Rabindranath Tagore Centre for Human Development Studies* (RTCHDS) has introduced financial grant for organizing conferences/seminars by the faculty members of the University of Calcutta as well as the faculty members of the IDSK. Conference proposals along with an estimated budget should be sent to Professor Achin Chakraborty, Coordinator, RTCHDS at the Institute of Development Studies Kolkata, DD 27/D, Sector I, Salt Lake, Kolkata 700 064 through proper channel at least four months before the date of commencement of the conference/seminar.